Successive 3H and 14C labeling of DNA in a stimulus-response system.
Quiescent (G0) cells of the central zone region of the rat lens epithelium were recruited into the cell cycle by a wound stimulus. Cells were pulsed with labeled DNA precursor at several different times after the initiation of the DNA synthesis response to wounding and allowed to progress into the mitotic phase. Analysis of mitotic figures resulted in PLM (percentage labeled mitoses) curves that indicated a G2 duration of about 6 h. Double isotopic labeling ([3H]thymidine followed by [14C]thymidine) was utilized to demonstrate the completion of DNA synthesis in earliest responders. Cells completed DNA synthesis in less time (3-5 h) than reflected by the approximately 8-h widths of PLM curves. This discrepancy is attributed to the uptake and retention of labeled precursor by the stimulus-responsive cells while they are still in a pre-S phase condition. Based on a comparison of transit times through G2 and of labeling times to midpoint appearances of labeled mitotic figures, earlier responders do not appear to have faster rates of cell cycle progression than cells responding 2-4 h later. G2 transit time is also comparable for central zone lens cells responding to the relatively strong stimulus of wounding and for the nonperturbed cells previously studied in the germinative zone of the lens epithelium.